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Since there are so many variants out there, I needed to give a name to my variant that will make it stand 
out from the other suggestions. I decided to call it “Dune express alliances” since this is what's unique 
about it. But this variant manages much more things than just alliances that are optional but still 
strongly recommended. This variant includes duel rules which also could be optionally added to the 
game.

Introduction

While browsing board game geek, I found by mistake Dune Express. It’s a free print and play game 
that recreated the board game of dune in a simplified way. It used a dice system like yathzee to 
represent almost any aspects of the game and made sure it can be played in 30 minutes instead of 5 
hours.

So far, dune express kept the fun stuff and removed the annoying stuff. In fact, it kept the strategic 
layer while removing the tactical layer of the game. One of the important aspects of Dune is diplomacy 
and that was completely missing in Dune Express. There was also some other stuff like storms and 
duels that could easily get implemented.

I also read the comments on Board game geek and many people argued that the game was too random. 
So I tried to make something about it and started to work on the game, test various changes, create new 
house abilities, etc. I ended up with very interesting results.

The only problem I have is that do not know much about the world of Dune. I saw the movie and the 
TV mini-series and that’s it. It’s also hard to find good stuff on the internet. There is some information, 
but some things are missing. For example, I want the icon/flag of each of the houses and I have a hard 
time finding it. Some times it can influence the game design because making some changes to the rules 
could contradict the world of Dune. 

To recap the history of the game, at the beginning, there was the dune express. Then people made 
variants for the game. The 2 most popular ones are the tumper/shai-hulud rules which prevent players 
from re-rolling shai-hulud and there are the house special abilities. Then I decided to make my variant 
based on these rules. 

I hope you like this variant and give feedback. Thank you!

Components

I have made a new set of components for the variant. Many components are similar to the original 
game. So instead of redesigning them, I decide to borrow some components on BGG and credit the 
people who made it. You can use existing material if you want but this variant requires additional or 
modified components. Here is the list of additional components, I’ll write in italic a way to substitute it 
with generic components.



Storm Die: This die has 4 faces that contain “Move” and 2 faces that contain “Stay”. You could use a 
regular die where 3+ means “move”.

Storm Token: A token that marks the location of the storms. A glass bead can do the job.
Turn Token: There will be a turn track on the board that goes up to 6 turns. You need a token on this 

track. A glass bead can still to the job.
House Cards: House special abilities has changed, you now need new cards for each house. House 

abilities are described at the end of the rules.
Shield and Snooper Token:  You now need multiple Shield and Snooper tokens. These are now called 

traitor defenses. You can use a regular deck of cards: a black card is a shield while a red card is a  
snooper.

Duel Die: You need 2 die. Each die shows 2 face for each of the 3 type of attack. You can label them 
Rock, Paper, Scissor or Poison, Choke, Crysknife. You can also do real rock-paper-scissor with  
your hand which could add more mind games when you have a house with a duel special ability.

Traitor die: This die is now called the treachery die. 
First Player marker: A token that indicates who play first this turn. Poker Chip is fine.
Map: The map has some areas to keep track of duel results and a turn track.
House Special Tokens: Corrino has 5 spice tokens, while Atreides has the Kwisatz Hederach. You can 

use bingo/poker chips, flippable token is better for spice tokens. 

Rule Changes

You need to have read the original rules of the game since I will not rewrite all the rules from scratch. 
There are many copies of rules on board game geek written by different people. You are not forced to 
use all the rules below. When I tested them, I added the rules gradually to the game. So you could 
probably do the same. Take note that I am using variants already available like the Shai Hulud with 
thumper rule and the house special abilities but most of them has changed.

Alliance rules have been placed at the end since there are a lot of details by itself. When some rules 
have some exceptions for playing with alliances, I add the “Alliance” entry at the end of each rule in 
italic.

New turn Order: The turn order has slightly changed, here is the new procedure:
A. Setup

1. Place 2 troops token in each house’s reserve.
2. Place storm token randomly.
3. Select first player randomly.

B. Individual Turn
1. Roll the dice
2. Select ally
3. Collect the troops and treachery tokens
4. Select troops to land
5. Challenge in duel (Any Player)
6. Resolve Combat

C. End of turn
1. Reinforcement
2. Recover from Weak Influence
3. Advance turn token
4. Rotate First Player

Starting forces: At the beginning of the game, each player receives 2 troop units placed on his house 
card. Even non-playing house receive 2 troops.



First Player: At the beginning of the game, roll a troop die until a house currently played get rolled. 
That player receives the first player marker. The turn goes in clockwise order from the first player 
marker. 

When the turn is over, the first player token will rotate in counter-clockwise order. This means that the 
last player is going to play twice.

Reinforcements: At the end of the turn, each territory controlled exclusively by 1 player gain 1 troop 
token placed on that territory. This means that controlling territories alone gives the player more troops.

Troop Reserve: After rolling the dice, for each troop die that matches the main player’s house, the 
player adds a troop token on the card of his house. This is the troop reserve. When he lands troops on 
the planet, he takes them from that card. If he cannot land all his troops, they stay there for the next 
turn.

Alliance: The ally add to his house an amount of troops equal to the number of dice the player  
rolled which showed his house’s face. This cannot be negotiated once the ally is chosen.

Storms: At the beginning of the game, roll the location die. This is the place where the storm starts. If 
the polar sink is rolled, roll again. The players will add the storm die to their roll. After the first roll, the 
storm die is set aside and resolved now. It does not count as a die that must be set aside.

If the storm die shows “Move”, it means that the storms need to move 1 territory in counter-clockwise 
direction. If it shows “Stay”, the storm token will stay there. Players cannot move in or move out troops 
from a territory that is currently under the storms. If the locations die shows that the invaded city is 
under a storm, the player will invade the polar sink instead.

Troop movement: When invading, troops of the same house located in the polar sink or in adjacent 
territories can invade the target territory indicated on the locations die. The player does not need to pay 
spice to move troops, but he needs to pay spice to land troops from his reserve.

Alliance: Player can move their ally’s unit but he must agree with every move.

New Shai Hulud: If a player rolls Shai Hulud, he cannot move or land troops on his turn. Still he does 
not completely lose his turn since he gain troops that he will place in his reserve and he might receive a 
defense or thumper from the treachery die. He can also choose an ally to make that player gain troops. 
As always, a player can discard a thumper acquired in a previous turns to allow re-rolling the spice die 
when the result is “Shai Hulud”.

Traitor Defenses: Every time a player rolls a “Shield” or a “Snooper” on the treachery die, he takes 
the corresponding token from the reserve. A player cannot have more than 2 defense tokens. If a player 
acquires a third defense, he can replace one of his defenses token. 

Traitor: During battle resolution, if the treachery die shows “Poison” or “Crysknife”, the players check 
if the traitor gets blocked. To block a traitor, the defending player must have the corresponding defense 
to block it. “Shield” blocks “Crysknife”, “Snooper” blocks “Poison”. If the player has the token to 
block the traitor, he must discard it. This mean the traitor is blocked and combat continues as the usual. 
A “hunter-seeker” can never be blocked (except with a special ability). If the defending player does not 
have defense token to block the traitor, all the troops of the attacker increase their strength by 1. This 
means that the defender will have to sacrifice 1 more unit to kill each invading unit.

Alliance: When attacking a shared territory, both allies can use their traitor defense token.  
Only 1 token needs to be used.



Victory Conditions: The number of territories required to win varies according to the number of 
players:

2-3 Players = 4 cities 4+ players = 3 cities

Alliance: Players needs to control more cities to win.

2-3 players = 5 cities 4+ players = 4 cities.

Game end by time: If nobody has won at the end of the 6th turn, some houses are allowed to win. 

Fremen: Place a Fremen token on each empty territory, then check again for victory conditions. 
Alliance: Fremens cannot get an allied victory at this point

Spacing Guild: If nobody has won, the guild wins.

Houses not played by a player count for victory conditions, which mean that the Fremen can steal a 
victory to the Spacing Guild even if there is no player controlling it. In that case, the game wins.

Duels

Duels are better played when you have a lot of players. The idea is give players a chance to  react to 
their opponent's invasion. I strongly suggest you use the alliances rules when playing with duels 
because players will support a duelist with good alliance opportunities.

Declaring Duels: Any player can object to another player’s invasion by declaring a duel to prevent him 
from invading. Once a duel between 2 players is declared, each duelist place a troop token on the duel 
track on the side he represents (Invader/Challenger). Then each other player, in clockwise order, must 
choose to support one of the dueling players by placing his token next to him on the track. All players 
must choose sides, except those with “lost leadership” or “weak influence” (see later). The player allied 
with the invader this turn must support the invader, so Bene Gesserit could force a player to support 
their side when forcing an alliance. 

Only 1 player can declare a duel for the same invasion. Players cannot declare a duel to prevent the 
Fremen’s worm riding attack, only the landing space will be canceled. 

Duel Resolution: To resolve a duel, each player rolls the duel die that works like rock paper scissor: 
Poison defeat Choke, Choke defeat Crysknife, Crysknife defeat Poison. 

The number of tokens each player has on his side of the track determines the number of life points each 
duelist have. So more support equal more life points. Each die roll will make one or both sides lose 1 
life point.

• If the Invader wins, the Challenger will flip face down a token on his side of the duel track. 
• If the Challenger wins, the Invader will flip face down a token on his side of the duel track.
• If it’s a tie, both players will flip face down one of his token.

The combat ends when one or both player has flipped all his tokens. The player with no more life 
points loses the duel. If both duelist have 0 life points, then it's a draw. For each combat round, players 
can check for house’s special ability. Special Abilities can be used once per round, so if Harkonnen 
change a lost in a draw, Bene Gesserit cannot change it again in a victory.



Duel Results: There can be 3 possible outcomes to a duel:

• The challenger wins  : The invasion is canceled, but the invader still keeps his troops in reserve. The 
he will lose leadership and his supporters will now have weaker influence. 

• Invader wins  : The challenger will lose leadership and his supporters will now have weaker influence. 
The invasion is resolved normally.

• Draw  : The invasion continues normally. No leadership or influence is lost.

When a player loses leadership, he must move his troop token from the dueling track to the “lost 
leadership” section of the board. The token should stay there for the rest of the game. Supporting 
players will place their token in in the “Weak Influence” section of the board. These tokens will be 
recovered at the end of the turn.

Players with a token in the “lost leadership” or “weak Influence” section of the board cannot declare or 
participate in any duels. But they can be declared in duel by another player. In that case, the defender 
place a 2nd token on the dueling track for the combat resolution. If he wins (not draw), he will remove 
his troop token from the “Lost Leadership/Weak Influence” section (A new leader was born). This is 
the only way to recover from lost leadership besides special abilities.

Surrender: A duelist can decide to surrender, but his opponent must accept his surrender else the 
combat continues. If both duelists agree to the surrender, the player who surrendered place his unit 
token on the “Weak Influence” area of the board and all his supporter take back their unit token. The 
invasion continues normally unless the invader surrendered. Players are allowed to surrender before the 
first roll.

Non-playing house: The house that are not played by a player will act as follow. If the result of the 
invasion does not make a player win, each player, starting with the challenger, will chose a house to 
support him until all houses has been allocated. The challenger cannot chose the faction allied to the 
attacker for this turn while the invader must chose this ally first.

If the invasion will make the player win. All Non-playing houses will support the challenger except the 
house that could share an allied victory with the attacker. Non-played houses cannot declare duels, so if 
no players can declare duels, no duels can be made. Non-played house also recovers from “Weak 
Influence” at the end of the turn.

Alliances rules

I made a separate section to the alliance rules because they are important and have a lot of 
details. Alliances are more interesting when playing with 5 players or more. It can be played with 3-4 
players but it might give a different experience. I strongly suggest not using the “Bene Gesserit” faction 
with a low amount of players.

Choosing an ally: When the rolls are done, the player may choose an ally for his turn. He can only 
choose an ally if he rolled at least 1 troop die that matches the house he wants to ally with. 

Example: If a player wants to ally with the Spacing guild, he needs to have at least 1 spacing  
guild die in his roll. 

A player can always refuse an alliance with the asking player. Alliance propositions can also be 
made during the rolling. But the final decision is made at the end of the roll.



Ally receives troops: The ally of the player receives troops in his reserve equal to the number of troop 
dice that match the allied house. These troops are placed in the reserve.

Example: Fremen want to ally himself with Corrino, he rolled 1 Fremen, 2 Corrino and 1  
Artreides. Fremen will get 1 troop and Corrino will get 2 troops in their reserve.

Landing troops: The player can decide to land troops from his reserve or the reserve of his ally. Both 
players must agree on which troops is going to get landed. The player must pay the spice required for 
the landing. The Corrino player can use spice from his reserve.

Moving troops: The allied troops in adjacent territories or in the polar sink can also be moved to the 
target destination if the ally agrees with the move.

Combat: When resolving combat, the attacker decides how casualties are distributed between the 
troops. Both players must agree on which unit is going to die and survive on the board.

Negotiation rules: All the negotiation above can be done before landing units or even before choosing 
an ally. If the ally is chosen but the player cannot agree on how they are going to land troops or remove 
casualties, the attack does not occur but players still receives their troops in their reserve. The active 
player can still try to attack without the help of his ally. Players can also set a time limit to negotiate, or 
if it takes too much time to negotiate, other players can agree that the negotiation failed.

Attacking a shared territory: When attacking a territory shared by 2 players, the combat resolution 
works the same way as in the regular rules. The exception is that the attacker will decide which unit of 
which house will die.

But there can be a more complex situation where a player attacks a shared territory and ally 
himself with a house already on that territory. In that case, he does not need to fight his new ally, the 
allied units on the board will fight his previous ally.

Example: A city is controlled by A and B. A has 2 troops and B has 3. C decides to ally with A  
and attack that territory with 3 troops. A and C has a total of 5 troops which is going to fight B, so 2  
troops are going to survive. A and C  decides to leave 1 troop each on the territory.

Allied Victory: At the end of the player’s turn, two players must share the control of the number of 
cities indicated in the victory conditions. It means X territories must be occupied by one or both 
players. At least 1 territory must be shared by both players. This means that they must have been able 
to do one allied attack up to now.

Example: There are 4 territories that contains troops from these houses: A, B, AB, BC, a  
shared victory is impossible because the 4th territory has a 3rd house in it which is C. If C is betrayed 
and eliminated, a shared victory can now be possible since A and B shares the 3rd territory.

Sharing Special abilities: Each house has some special abilities that can be used when they are chosen 
as an ally. The main player can decide to use the special ability which where designed to be used 
during alliances.

Allying with houses not in play: A Player can ally himself with a house not played by a player. The 
non-played houses starts with 2 troop tokens and tokens not landed will stay on the card at the end of 
the turn. The main player can use his ally’s special ability and place it's troops on the board. He has 
complete control on which unit is going to survive during battle (Like the Bene Gesserit manipulation 
ability). Players can have an allied victory with a non-played house. The non-playing house never rolls 
the dices. The same non-playing house can be used many times in the same turn.



Houses Special Abilities

The special ability of the houses has changed but some are still intact. Some abilities are 
marked with an (A), these are the abilities that can be used when playing as an ally. Here are the 
abilities:

Harkonnen
Ruthlessness: After the rolls are done, the Harkonnen player can remove one unit token of any 

player from the board. Sardaukar units cannot be destroyed.
Treachery (A): After the rolls are done, The Harkonnen can change the treachery die to either 

“Poison” or “Crysknife”. Allies can do the same.
Aggressiveness: During a duel round, if the Harkonen loses, the round becomes a draw. Only 1 

house can use its ability during a duel round.

Fremen
Wormriding: If Shai Hulud is rolled, it acts as a 5 spice result and allows player to move troops 

from any one area to an adjacent area in addition to placing and moving troops using the 
location die. Thus Fremen could take over two territories in a single turn.

Natives (A): It does not cost any spice to place Fremen troops on the board. Allies does not pay to 
land Fremens.

Victory condition: When the time ends, Place a Fremen token on each empty territory, check again 
for victory conditions. Fremens cannot get an allied victory at this point.

Atreides
Honorable: After the rolls are done, Atreides player may change the face any non-Atreides die to 

any non-Atreides face of his choice if no traitor are used.
Kwisatz Hederach (A): Any time during the game, the Atreides player may play their Kwisatz 

Hederach token on a territory with Atreides troops. The ally sharing the territory gains the  
benefits of the Kwisatz Hederach. 

Prescience (A): After the rolls are done, Atreides can re-roll the spice die once if it currently shows 
Shai Hulud. Thumper cannot be used if another shai-hulud is rolled. Allies are allowed to re-
roll their spice die.

Spacing Guild
Monopoly (A): After setting aside all the dice, but before placing troops, the spacing guild player 

may turn the location die to any result. Allies can also land anywhere.
Transportation (A): The spacing guild player may move troop tokens to the active location from 

any location. Allies can take troops from anywhere on the board.
Victory Condition: When the time ends, If nobody has won, the guild wins.

Corrino
Financial Support(A): Corrino can accumulate up to 5 spice in their reserve. At the beginning of 

the game, they start with 2 spice. Corrino can pay for the expense of his allies from this  
reserve. Corrino can accumulate their ally's unused spice if they agree. If Corrino is not played  
by a real player, there is always a reserve of 2 spice available.

Taxes: Corrino receives 1 spice at the beginning of their turn.
Sardaukar (A): When placing troops, the Corrino player may create a Sardaukar unit by paying 1 

additional spice. These units have combat strength of 2. Allies can transform Corrino troops in  
Sardaukar.



Bene Gesserit 
Manipulation: When selecting an ally, that player cannot refuse. All the decision made by Bene 

Gesserit during the invasion does not need to be approved by the ally.
Mind Reading (A): Territories that contains Bene Gesserit units cannot be the target of traitors 

even the hunter seeker. Allies gain the traitor immunity if they have Bene Gesserit units on their  
territory.

Weirding Way: During a duel round, if the result is a draw, Bene Gesserit wins the round. Only 1 
house can use its ability during a duel round.

Kwisatz Hederach: This is a special leader token that can be played by Atreides which requires 
special attention. This token can be played anytime on a territory occupied by Atreides troops to give 
special bonus to that territory only.

 When the token is played, remove any Atreides troop token in the “Lost Leadership” or “Weak 
Influence” section of the board.

 All troops located in the same territory than the Kwisatz Hederach gain +1 in combat.
 The territory is immune to Hunter Seeker traitor.

The Kwisatz Hederach token is removed from the board if one of these conditions is met:
 The Atreides player lose a duel.
 All the troops in the territory with the Kwisatz Hederach are destroyed.

The Kwisatz Hederach token can move in adjacent territories when invading and it does not count as a 
troop token for combat calculation. Once removed from the board, it cannot be used again.

Changes

For those who already knew the rules and just want to know the rules changed:

From Version 1.3 to 1.5

House abilities: 
 Atreides: Honorable ability now can only change non-Atreides face to any non-Atreides face if 

no traitors are used 
 Atreides: They gain the new Kwisatz Hederach token that replace the old Prescience ability.
 Bene Gesserit: Dueling ability now change any draw into a win.
 Harkonned: Dueling ability now change any lost into a draw.
 Corrino: Can now accumulate unused spice of their ally.

Duels:
 Everybody that can must choose a side in duels.
 There is no penalty on troop dice for losing duels.
 Resolution is simplified, the first duelist to lose all his life point loses.
 Surrendering players goes to “Weak Influence” rather than “Lost Leadership”
 Players can surrender before their first roll.
 House recovers from “Weak Influence” at the end of the turn.
 “Lost Leadership” is a permanent status.
 Allies are forced to support their side.

Components:
 Added the Kwisatz Hederach token.


